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CHRISTOPHER SHOUST
John Robert Keast was a passionate teacher, renowned
local artist, philosopher, adventurer, poet, world traveller,
farmer, singer and master salesman, to name a few things that
he was known for over the years.
John’s oil paintings were an expression of the land that
he loved, where he canoed, hiked and travelled through the
North of Ontario. Through his paintings, he was able to connect
with and share his love for nature for many viewers and students of his classes.
His paintings are often compared to the work of the
Group of Seven; the rugged landscapes that Fredrick Varley
knew well. The two shared a passion for the rugged Algoma
landscape and its Jack Pines, rocks, water and effect of the
wind. Keast believed that art is spiritual and he left a bit of his
spirit in every painting he did. Keast passed away in 2011.
“As good a friend, as good a master, and as good a
man, as the good old city knew, or any other good old city, town
or borough, in the good old world,” was said, quoting Charles
Dickens, about Keast by Michael Heintzman of Thunder Bay in
a Sault Star letter to the editor after Keast passed on. “With the
soul of a poet and the heart of an adventurer,” Heintzman said,
Keast had a “passion for life that was infectious. It was
observed that life was inseparable from his art. And if John
Keast's life was a canvas, the world was his inspiration. As an
artist and teacher, his work can be measured in volumes. But
greater still is the impression he made on the countless lives he
touched, especially those who grew to call him friend. And we
are all the better for it.”
Born in Guelph on April 9th, 1923, Keast was the oldest of two children and the son of a life insurance salesman and
a piano teacher. The family moved to Elora in 1934, where
John attended public school and took his first art course. That
and singing as a soprano, songs like ‘Dressed in Gown of
Blue’, or reciting a poem like ‘Sweet Astor’, with his mom
accompanying on piano, was his life there.
On September, 1, 1940, John enlisted in the Canadian
Artillery, being finally stationed in Oxted, in Kent County of
England. By 1944, John was anxious for action and was sent
for officers training, but in doing so, he missed D-Day. He
became a gunnery instructor and was promoted to lieutenant
and assigned to the Pacific but again missed the action, as the
war ended. John said for many years that he “never fired a shot
in anger.”
After the war, John got married to Jean Milligan at age
23 and it was at this time that his passion for art really started
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to come out. He
even opened a
gallery in Galt
called Frames of
Distinction by
John
Robert
Keast, selling art
supplies, frames,
antiques
and
paintings. John A John Keast Painting
and his wife Jean
would do custom framing as well. For the following three summers, John attended Dune School of Fine Art with such painters
as Fredrick Varley of the Group of Seven.
By 1955, he had to close his gallery and go into business as a salesman, like his dad, selling for Sears, Magic Pantry
and Northern Provisioners. In 1958, a job with Fuller Brush Co.
moved Keast and his family to Elliot Lake, then to Sudbury in
‘61, then to Rock Lake in ‘67. He was one of the leading salesmen in Northern Ontario, if not the best.
But by 1970, realizing that there was more to life than
money and sales, Keast quit his job. Soon after, he quit his marriage as well. By ‘72 he had moved to the Round Barn in
Thessalon, which he operated with Marjorie Butterfield and
helper, Evan Kelly. Evan was just 12 then and John taught him
about life through the various functions of the farm. John was
a philosopher in a way towards Evan.
The Round Barn grew in popularity and soon became
another kind of rat race for John and so he sold his shares and
bought a home in Rydal Bank. This was where his great uncle,
a harness maker, was from and was buried in the Little Rapids
Cemetery.
In 1978, John met Jean Hershey, when he was 55 years
of age. They met at a Halloween costume party, where Jean was
dressed as Wonder Woman. John was quite taken by this and
the two hit it off. By 1981, they were married.
Keast and John Torrance, both living in Bruce Mines,
came up with the idea for the Four and Friends Art Show. In
1990 they approached Robert Carmichael and wife Gwen
Keatley to get the project off the drawing board and into existence and to be the other two of the four in the show. Growing
in fame for the area, the show ran for over 20 years, when Keast
bowed out for health reasons. The show continued but the
artists changed. Torrance said “John is always the person who
I called the heart of the show and it was our intent to draw people into Bruce Mines.”
Keast's art has been collected by corporate collectors in
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Canada, the United States and Europe.
In 2012, the Art Gallery of Algoma hosted an exhibition called ‘Learning From The Land’ to distribute the remaining works of Keast and to raise funds for the gallery and ARCH
Hospice.
In his community, Keast became active in every place
he could, getting involved where was able. John specialized in
youth activities for the Royal Canadian Legion; was a member
of The Bruce Mines Chamber of Commerce; volunteered at the
Bruce Mines Annual Fair; was a member of the Arts
Committee for the Bruce Mines & Plummer Additional
Library; was Vice-President of the Bruce Mines Ski Club; a
developer for the Bruce Mines and Rydal Band ski trails; acted
as a maintenance man for the Voyageur Trails; volunteered for
Victims in Crisis in Sault Ste. Marie; helped with Canada Day
celebrations in Bruce Mines by donating a piece of art that
would be auctioned off to support the community; was one of
the founding members of the Four and Friends annual art show;
was one of the founding members of the Rydal Band Historical
Society; was the Welcome Wagon to new residents of Rydal
Bank; volunteered for the Cancer Society and the Heart and
Stroke Foundation; was a member of the Rydal Bank Park and
Dam Committee; a member of the LACAC Committee to save
the Colonel Smythe House; a Director of the Board of
Directors of the Art Gallery of Algoma; for over 20 years was
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a teacher for continuing education with landscape painting at
Central Algoma Secondary School and Sault College; donated
artwork to groups like the Beth Jacobs Synagogue, the M.S.
Society, Heart and Stroke Foundation, and minor hockey, to
name a few; and, was a volunteer for the Holy Walk in Bruce
Mines.
John was the recipient of the Canada 125 Medal in
recognition of his commitment to community and was honoured by being selected Citizen of the Year for both Plummer
Additional Township and Bruce Mines.
Some quotes from John that students, friends and fellow artists remember:
“Don't use black! The painting will look black. Black is not a
colour and the only black thing you see are made by man, or a
bear.”
“Using a fan brush is an abomination onto the Lord!”
“Paintings have to be exciting to be a success!”
“Attack your painting. Be spontaneous!”
“Put your guts into the painting!”
“Art is finding a new way to express something!”
“Look at your painting upside down.”
When traveling, study the trees!”
“Don't use burnt umber for tree trunks. Tree trunks contain any
colour imaginable and are not brown!”
“Let the viewer finish the painting.”
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Various John Keast Paintings.
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Photo Contest Winner: Jessica McMillan

The Government of Ontario 2018 Sunshine List
The Public Sector Salary Disclosure Act, 1996 makes Ontario’s Public sector more open and accountable to taxpayers. The act
requires organizations that receive public funding from the Province of Ontario to make public, by March 31 each year, the
names, positions, salaries and total taxable benefits of employees paid $100,000 or more in the previous calendar year.
The City of Sault Ste. Marie top 20 employees continue to excel in 2018 Sunshine List:
Ron Gagnon - former CEO Sault Area Hospital
Michael D’Agostino - Associate Pathologist Sault Area Hospital
Andrew Webb - VP of Medical Affairs Sault Area Hospital
Christa Cassalman - Associate Pathologist Sault Area Hospital
Alexander Lambert - CEO Sault Ste. Marie and District Group Health Association
Derek Garniss - Chief Medical Information Officer Sault Area Hospital
Asima Vezina - President Algoma University
Ila Watson – CEO Sault Area Hospital
Robert A Keetch – former Chief Sault Ste. Marie Police
Albert Horsman - Chief Administrative Officer Sault Ste Marie
Lucia Reece – Director of Algoma District School Board
Elizabeth Ferguson - VP Clinical Operations Sault Area Hospital
Max S. Liedke – VP and CFO Sault Area Hospital
Malcolm White – Deputy CAO and City Clerk Sault Ste. Marie
Larry Girardi - Deputy CAO of Public Works and Engineering Services Sault Ste Marie
Sean P Sparling - Deputy Chief Sault Ste. Marie Police
Doug D’Agostini - Director Communication Sault Area Hospital
Tom Vair- Deputy CAO - Community Development and Enterprise Services SSM
Joseph Maurice - Superintendent of Algoma District School Board
John Stoneman - Executive Project Manager One Imitative Sault Area Hospital

$391,512
$327,780
$311,142
$292,443
$284,915
$238,215
$236,000
$234,598
$210,305
$206,161
$202,686
$198,328
$187,994
$184,616
$184,616
$177,071
$172,443
$171,164
$170,112
$169,612

The full 2018 Sunshine List can be found on the Ontario government’s website:https://www.ontario.ca/page/public-sectorsalary-disclosure
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speak without an accent. I can't remember her name unfortunately. Other teachers shared their love of the English language
throughout my primary and high school years so when I went
to Algoma U in my late twenties I took all the literature classes on offer at that time. There is so much play in the English
language,” Doleske says.
Watching Doleske's video poetry, looking at her collages and sculptures, you get the sense of a strong existential
undertone in her work. “Existential questions do drive the
work. I sort of stumbled into existential thinking through my
Algoma University courses reading; Jung mostly, as well as
some philosophers. When I left Algoma University, I resolved
to continue my studies on my own so, over the years, I read a
lot of psychology and philosophy books, in addition to art and
art theory books. My primary concern in the early days was to
make sense of what I called my 'wayward art'. As well, I kept
finding myself stuck at times so I wanted to clear my mind so
that I could keep making things. Accordingly, I also worked
through a lot of self-help workbooks. These activities ended up
being the work itself I think.
Art as a mirror and art as explorations of shadow are

From photo collage to sculpture, to poetry to video work, Karin
Doleske is truly a multi-media artist. With a B.A. in English
Literature and Psychology from Laurentian University, studies
in drawing and painting for two years at the Ontario College of
Art, a B.Ed. in Primary Education from Nipissing University
and Primary Education courses from the University of Toronto,
Karin puts her education to work through her art and it shines
throughout.
You may have seen her work around Ontario, as Karin
has been exhibiting her work at solo shows since 1989 at places
like the Art Gallery of Algoma, Camera Craft Gallery,
Definitely Superior Gallery in Thunder Bay, Laurentian Art
Gallery in Sudbury, TAG Cornwall (formerly The Cornwall
Regional Art Gallery), the Brampton Art Gallery, Galerie du
Nouvel-Ontario in Sudbury, the Art Gallery of Bancroft,
Gallery 435 in Hamilton, and Studio Vogue Gallery in Toronto.
She has also had more than a dozen group show experiences all
over Ontario.
Karin was born in 1949, in Lörrach, Germany, and
emigrated with her parents after WW2 as many
families in Europe found it hard to live in postwar, battle-torn Europe. “The post WW2 war
years were hard on all European peoples and
my parents emigrated for their own reasons.
Although I give thanks for the care my parents
gave me, from an early age I looked outside the
family group for my emotional needs,” Doleske
says. She found solace in the Canadian school
system, where her creative side was brought to
shine. “Because the Canadian school system
recognized I had some talent I resolved that I
would develop my talent, as well as I could, but
that would come later, after I worked for a
while. At age 17, I thought it time to explore
the world so I did that by travelling with my
now-husband in a van across North America
and down the west coast of the USA and into
Mexico. That adventure gave us both a taste for
travelling that continues to this day.”
Even though she had to make the tranOne of Doleske’s digital collages called ‘Notes on Belonging 4’
sition to English Canada from Germany,
Doleske's handle on the language today through her poetry and common themes I thought about and still work on to this day. I
use of the English vernacular is confident and creatively com- didn't deliberately set out to deal with questions of being in the
plex. “I arrived in Canada just in time to enter grade one in world; however, living a life (or trying to live a life) does creToronto. English became the first language at home so that we ate questions about being in the world. Right now one of the
could manage better in the new land. The transition to English things I wonder about: what does it means to be an 'old lady’?
was hard until my fourth year teacher in a little one room Are there any right ways for me to be / act as I age? This seems
school house in Eastern Ontario made it her mission to help me to bring up old issues which become lines of questioning. The
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as well as looking inside. It can get confusing,” she says.
Karin has talked about words
failing without pictures and pictures failing without words, this is why she has
been happy with her most recent digital
collages. Faced with various social constructions that she is aware of and struggles with in terms of how to articulate
them into her art, she uses the digital collage. She takes pictures while traveling
in the Algoma District and other places in
the world. By transforming images with
various editing programs and then combining the images, it helps her to 'think'
about social worlds here and elsewhere.
She makes what she calls ‘poem pieces’
to articulate her thoughts. These digital
works operate as poetry rather than text
because, at this time, she feels more able
to articulate her thoughts this way. As
well, she feels the social situations she
addresses are too large for her to have
any real expertise, but she does find she
has awarenesses and feelings and
thoughts she wants to share anyway. Her
'poems' are attempts to communicate
from her heart. She explains, “My experiments in communication aren't always
successful to me but they sometimes are
successful if I can find another perspective to look at them with. It can depend
on what art theory is applied sometimes.
I bought many books on say 'colour in
art' and worried about those ideas for a
long time. Then I expanded to reading
about colour in various cultures. Then
there was a religious sensibility to contend with. Sorting through ideas became
fun after a few decades.”
“What I do realize is that, for me,
the art of making is a poetry act but that's
a body understanding rather than a
rational understanding. That inner dance
happens sometimes. It can happen with
or without words. These last few years
my process of working no longer feels
like a war. It's more like music though.
If I try to pin it down or fuss with something too much - by worrying about my
process too much - that sense of 'poem'
just evaporates, at least for me,” Doleske
says.
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Looking at an artwork of her art and personal education. “My selfDoleske's, like the Heart Growth piece education includes travel. I learn a lot
(seen below), gives the sense of being from other cultures even though it’s
trapped. She comments that, “Working in mainly looking from the outside. I do
my way is a growth process. There's a think by manipulating images and whattrapped / stalled stage and there's explor- ever else I can find... the Heart Growth
ing for answers, then there's chaos for a piece became a sort of homage to all the
while, then there's some sort of under- men and women making our Western
standing and the work at that point feels culture museums and galleries, as well as
complete for the time being. I then look an homage to artists and collectors who
for exhibition space.
shared their art collections with people /
I now think that others’ stories us who try to make a 'grand tour' on more
do form the work as well. It means a sort limited budgets.” But she does make it
of becoming their beliefs until I either possible with the help from a special
modify my own beliefs or outright reject partner in her life: “even then this selfmy own or others’ beliefs. This is the education component of my studies is
best way I can make sense of it. This expensive and I have my husband David
way of working means inward change. I to thank for making travel possible,”
don’t try to change other peoples’
minds except if I’m feeling pretty
close to them. However, my success in changing peoples’ minds is
null, so there’s just an attitude of
putting the work out and seeing
what happens. Working through
ideas this way changes me. I
don’t hope for more than that.
What I do be very aware of is my
own ignorance and the less than
desirable qualities in the self,
which is sort of a me-conglomerate (idea from Jung). This idea of
a multi-self, this works for me
when I’m confused. Only a part
of me is usually confused. I have
other self’s I can depend on.
You’re right on the struggles and feelings of being trapped,
but that’s not the whole story.
Each supposed trap required a
think through and change. The
changes I’ve gone through keep
me going. Happiness was a sidebar effect of that effort. Twenty
years ago, despite a happy marriage, I wouldn’t have said that.
Whether this way of working will
last is a mystery.
I learn best on my own
but, until I wrapped my mind
around this, I did expect education
systems [to] cater to my wants,”
Karin says.
Karin Doleske’s work entitled ‘Heart Growth’
Travel is a large part of
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Doleske says.
Karin's work currently hangs and is for sale in L&D's
Art Gallery and Framing. In addition to her many shows, Karin
has won the following awards and grants for her work: Art
Gallery of Ontario Artists With Their Work (1999); Ontario
Arts Council Visiting Artist Grant, Bancroft Art Gallery (1996);
Ontario Arts Council Senior Artist Grant Canada Council
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Project Grant (1995); Ontario Arts Council Short Term Grant
(1993); Ontario Arts Council Visiting Artist Grant Definitely
Superior Gallery (1992); Ontario Arts Council Work In
Progress Grant (1989); Ontario Arts Council Exhibition
Assistance Grants (1988 - 1996); Ontario Arts Council
Materials Assistance Grant (1987); and, the City of Sault Ste.
Marie Ontario's Merchant’s Drawing Award (1983).

Austin McCrea: Building an Army, One Figure at a Time
Austin McCrea, in his mid-20s, has been working tirelessly on
his art form, painting gaming figurines (some two inches in
height), a small task literally, but in reality it is something that
requires much concentration, time and patience.
“Crafting your own army to play the game feels great,”
McCrea says. “Using an army that you spent many hours customizing adds a unique experience to table-top gaming.” It's
there he says that “it's not just a game but a form of art.”
McCrea paints these miniature figurines for the game
Warhammer 40,000, which he plays regularly at the Games
Nook 2 at 756 Queen Street East in Sault, Ontario.“It's a great
place for all kinds of hobbies. When I found out what
Warhammer was, it was the first place I went to get started
about 2 years ago,” he says. McCrea’s artistic background
comes mostly from High School art in grades 9, 11 and 12. It
was there that he learned art history and he says “most of my
knowledge has come from High School.”
If you are unfamiliar with the game Warhammer
40,000 and McCrea's process, he describes it as “painting small
plastic characters that I cut, glue together and paint to completion. I try to paint whenever I have free time, but I mostly paint
during the night when things are quiet. The paint is matte based
and with certain painting techniques I can make gray, plastic
figures look very life like.
Warhammer 40,000 is a miniature war game. It is one
of the most popular miniature war games in the world,”
McCrea says.
As in other miniature war games, players enact a battle
using miniature models made of plastic or metal that represent
warriors and fighting vehicles. The playing field is a tabletop
model of a battlefield, comprising models of buildings, hills,
trees, and other terrain features. Players take turns to move
their model warriors across the battlefield and pretend that their
warriors are fighting each other. The outcomes of the fights are
resolved through a combination of dice rolls and simple arithmetic.
The theme of Warhammer 40,000 is a blend of sciencefiction and fantasy. The models in the game are a mixture of
humans, aliens, and supernatural monsters, wielding a mixture
of futuristic weaponry and magical powers. Warhammer
40,000 is set in the distant future, where a stagnant human civ-

ilization is beset by hostile aliens and malevolent supernatural
creatures.
McCrea has been painting these miniatures for over
two years now and he says “I'm proud of the progress made so
far. I've always struggled with painting on canvas but I took to
painting three dimensional objects very easily.”
His current project: “I have two separate armies of
minis on the go. My space orkz are my main project but my
Tyranid army is very recent. All together, I have over 150 models,” he says.His process works like this: “After I glue all the
pieces together I base coat each model in either black or white.
Next comes the base coloring, covering each area with the
appropriate coat of paint, sometimes requiring multiple layers
to ensure a smooth paint job. After that, I use washes (a thinned
down form of paint) to darken the crevasses and creases. Then
I usually finish with edge / area highlighting or dry brushing to
add more realism to edges and raised surfaces. I also decorate
the bases the figures are placed on to help match the table surface in order to add realism to the play experience. I usually
glue modeling grass or sand to make a nice base. Sometimes
painting ripped up cork pieces to make stones / boulders,” he
says.

One of Austin Mccrea’s painted figures.
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Mortgages: Getting Pre-Approved
MANDY LEISHMAN
A pre-approved mortgage is very common,
especially with the way
the real estate market
keeps going. In this day
and age, you need to
understand what you and
your family can afford in
terms of purchase price
and mortgage payments.
A pre-approval means
your mortgage agent approves the amount of your mortgage
and gives you a written confirmation for a fixed time period
before you start looking for a home. This is very important for

your real estate agent, as well as yourself when it comes to your
buying power.
A pre-approval usually lasts for 60 to 90 days and sets
the mortgage rate the lender-bank will offer to you. If rates go
down in that period, your mortgage agent will offer you the
new lower rate prior to closing your mortgage.
When getting pre-approved, your mortgage agent will
require several documents upfront, this allows them to accurately understand your financial situation and buying power.
A pre-approval gives you a head start on house hunting, and most importantly allows you and your realtor to shop
for homes that suit your budget.
Do not make the mistake of shopping for your dream
home without talking to a professional and getting preapproved.

Designing a Garden to Attract Pollinators
SUSAN RICHARDS, NEW NORTH GREENHOUSES
As a bit of background, I have noticed a decrease in the presence of pollinators in my own garden. When looking for a reason, I thought about how gardeners constantly monitor weather. It always plays a huge part in the success of our efforts:
> Late frost can damage flowers and ruin your crop. Without
flowers, pollination can't happen. If the frost is mild, you can
save the blooms by spraying them with icy cold water first
thing in the morning. This slows down the rate at which the
flowers warm up and allows them to thaw out gently. You can
also pull out frost blankets the night before and cover sensitive
plants.
> A prolonged cold spell, periods of strong wind and heavy
rain can result in fewer insects out and about to pollinate your
garden. You can help by pollinating flowers by hand until the
warmer weather arrives.
> A longer than normal dry spell can contribute to poor pollination or malformation of the fruit. Be sure to provide a source
of water for pollinators so they still can do their job. Butterflies
and bees like to gather at and sip water from shallow pools,
mud puddles or birdbaths.
Pollen provides a balanced diet of proteins and fats for
pollinators. Unfortunately many popular flower varieties are
hybridized to improve disease resistance, increase flower size,
develop new flower colors and prolong bloom time. Plant
hybridization can reduce the production of nectar and pollen or
render a plant completely sterile, useless to bees and other pollinators. Be sure to choose some heirloom varieties of annuals,

perennials and herbs when deciding what to plant.
Many vegetable crops require pollination in order to be
bountiful. Pollination occurs when pollen from a flower’s male
stamen comes into contact with a flower’s female stigma. Selfpollinators, such as tomatoes and peas, have both male and
female parts on the same flower. Wind or insects dislodge the
pollen, which leads to fertilization within the flower.
Some vegetable plants produce a separate male and
female flower - pumpkins, squash and cucumbers for instance.
Pollination occurs when insects such as bees and hoverflies
visit flowers, collecting nectar and pollen. Pollen is rubbed
onto the insect and is then rubbed off onto the next flower the
insect visits. Fruit will develop if male pollen has been trans-

Bees on Zinnia.
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ferred into a female flower of the same species.
You don’t need a lot of space to start a pollinator garden. In fact, with only a few pots of flowers, you can attract
beneficial creatures, such as bees and butterflies to the area.
Since pollinators thrive on flower nectar and pollen, designate
a section of your yard strictly for a pollinator garden filled with
a multitude of grasses, trees, shrubs and wildflowers. Choose
an area that receives at least six hours of sun each day. If your
space is limited, consider growing the pollinator garden plants
in containers.
Native plants are well suited to our native pollinator
species. In fact, many of these creatures are actually dependent
on them. Whether using native or non-native plants, you should
choose from a wide range of flower shapes and sizes to attract
a wide variety of pollinators.
Include flowers that bloom throughout the seasons in
order to accommodate different preferences, as well as to provide pollen and nectar sources throughout different life cycle
stages. Provide plants that offer both food and shelter from
early spring throughout winter.
Appeal to the needs of pollinators through colour, fragrance and flower form. The colour of a flower often signals
these creatures to stop by. Butterflies are attracted to red,
orange and yellow while hummingbirds prefer red, fuchsia and
purple. Fragrant flowers attract many pollinators, including
those that only come out at night, such as moths and bats. The
shape of a flower is also important for pollination. Butterflies
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need to land before feeding so prefer flat, open flowers.
Tubular flowers help lure pollinators with long beaks and
tongues, such as hummingbirds.
Plant flowers in clumps. Flowers clustered into clumps
of one species will attract more pollinators than individual
plants scattered through an area. Where space allows, make the
clumps four feet or more in diameter.
Never use pesticides or herbicides of any kind in or
around the pollinator garden. Even organic pesticides can be
potentially harmful to pollinators and herbicides can actually
wipe out some of the most important food plants for pollinators. Did you know that the dandelion flower is one of the first
spring nectar sources for bees?
Lastly, try to put the spring clean up in your pollinator
garden last on your list of chores. Native pollinators overwinter in old plant debris and hollow stems from last season's
growth.
I have one section of my garden that is a bit out of the
way. I leave the dead perennial foliage alone in that area and
just let new growth flourish and cover the bit of mess. Every
third year or so, I tidy up a bit, but always leave that chore until
later in May. Once temperatures have been consistently warm
enough, native pollinating insects have left the shelter of that
garden.
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CATHY GAREAU
Custom framed mirrors are a timeless and elegant
way to add style, sophistication and light to any space. They
can reflect light and brighten dark rooms. They can also multiply a beautiful view or visually expand a room to add depth
and a sense of space. Here are a few tips when selecting and
placing a framed mirror:
#1 When choosing a location to hang a mirror, carefully consider what it will reflect. The mirror can reflect a
window’s abundance of light or a beautiful piece of
artwork, but it can also reflect a cluttered storage
area.
#2 The frame is the only decorative element on a mirror, therefore make a bold choice.
Choose a frame with exotic, bold or unusual finishes or designs. They may overpower traditional artwork, but can serve as a great decorative accent on
a mirror.
#3 Mirrors are made with thick glass in
order to avoid flexing and distracting distortions in
the reflection, therefore they can be heavy. Use a
larger frame that will be able to hold the weight
well. A large frame will also keep the mirror in balance and proportion.
#4 You should not feel obligated to hang a
mirror on a wall, a large mirror on the floor and
leaned up against the wall can set a modern, elegant tone. A mirror can also be leaned on a mantel
or a shelf which can serve as a backdrop for smaller framed artwork or decorative items.
#5 Use mirrors to brighten and visually
open up a small space. They can reflect the light of
a chandelier in a dinning room or create the illusion of more space in a small area. Also, if you’ve
recently remodelled your bathroom or are looking

Solemn Land takes its name from the 1921 J.E.H. MacDonald painting The Solemn Land, painted in the Algoma region, along the
Montreal River.
We seek to encourage and publish articles on the art of our region,
being Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario and area, including Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan. For advertising, to submit articles or general inquiries,
please email: info@ldartgalleryandframing.com
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for a quick way to update the space, a custom framed mirror
is a great option to do so.
If you would like to know more about custom framing a mirror or about any other custom framing service, please
feel free to stop by our location or give us a call. Either
myself or a member of our team will be happy to assist you.
For comments or questions you can email me at:
cathy@ldartgalleryandframing.com
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